
THINK BEFORE YOU SPEAK ❤ READ BEFORE YOU THINK*

Why We Should Sit Less:  NHS (www.nhs/uk, 2019);
The Dangers of Sitting: Why Sitting is the New Smoking: Better Health Channel (www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au);

The Catastrophic Consequences of Sitting Too Much: Katie Wells & Turner Osler (www.wellnessmama.com, 2020);
Teach Me Health and Homeopathy – Evie and the Secret of Small Things: Paola Brown (Monsoon Publishing, 2020);

Germ Theory V Terrain Theory in Relation to the Coronavirus: Cressida Elias (www.nutritionist-resource.org.uk, 2020).

   *Fran Lebowitz - Social Studies
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Following Paola Brown's Teach me Health and Homeopathy 
curriculum, we devoured the story of Grandma Annette and 
her homemade stocks, probiotic foods, homegrown 
vegetables and deliciously natural hair detangler.  We list-
ened to how Grandma Annette's extended family brought 
home a stomach bug, and how she used a homeopathic 
remedy to help the one child who couldn't throw it off.

Strawberries Beckoning!   In between chapters of the story 
out there in the garden, some strawberry plants caught the 
children's attention.  So we side-stepped to peg the runners 
(or stolons) into compost, so that the plants could shoot out 
young roots (sometimes called stools) to suck up 
nourishment.  This fitted perfectly with Grandma Annette's 
message about fostering strong terrains, in the form of 
microbe-rich soil for plants and diverse gut flora in people.  

Tracking the development of those plants, we realised that 
our native Welsh verb for establishing roots (cadeirio) is 
identical to the verb for chairing a bard in an eisteddfod. 
Furthermore, the noun for a chair (cadair) can also mean a 
mammal's udder – another source of nourishment.  Both 
literally and figuratively, we were exploring the grounds that 
establish us on this earth, complete with microbial heritage, 
cultural roots and hopefully the resilience to deal with 
whatever health challenges that might come our way.

Establishing Life  Unlike nouns, verbs are never static.  Like 
'cadeirio,' verbs have energy, pattern, passion, movement, 
direction,  life force.    I'd even like to say that verbs have 
guts, in that their thirst for life is endlessly dynamic.

I wonder how to best classify the word 'health'?  I ask since 
2020 saw many paralysed by the fearsome evocation to 
'stay safe.' But I had the privilege, as always, of working alo-
ngside many empowered families whose attention to roots, 
nature, nutrition, adaptation and inner resilience bore fruit. 

From a seat of health.  Go well.  

Sittig with Strawberries
August is usually a good month for tasters: snippets of 
seaside, medleys of festivals to suit one's style, the search 
for the first elderberries, the picking of the last 
strawberries, diverse travel destinations and simply the 
taste of freedom that school breaks can bring.     

Here in Wales, August also signals the time for the 
peripatetic National Eisteddfod.  Amongst the main 
features of this festival is the celebration of the year's 
champion poet.  This involves an ancient ceremony of 
sitting him or her in a specially commisioned chair, which 
also serves as the take-home prize.  Curious but true!

In 2019 the NHS published some reasoning as to why we 
should sit less.  Nonethless the Welsh seem set in their 
ways of getting the crème de la crème of spirited bards, at 
the height of their tradition to be 'chaired.'  Except in 2020 
of course.  This was the year that the whole nation  did 
quite a lot of sitting, mainly in front of computers, due to 
government enforced lockdowns.  Yes, another curious 
episode considering that inactivity, in general, is not the 
greatest contribution to health.   

two lockdowns, and instead 
of visiting any eisteddfod, I 

was asked to teach some 
concepts of health to in-

dividual families.  Init-
ially we did this out in
 the garden, and later 
collaborated through

 video link and letters.

The Summer of 2020  In between

http://www.nutritionist-resource.org.uk/


Each Health Reflections article and blog has been written for those who wish to learn about the true meaning of health, who desire to think broadly and 
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No guarantees are made regarding accuracy or completeness of content, or its applicability to any condition or personal circumstance. If you choose to 
implement any of the ideas or principles described, you are taking full responsibility for your actions.  In times of illness, seek professional healthcare.
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Fragaria Facts
Here are some snippets from our family workbook. Please try our crossword too!

      The Latin name for a strawberry is Fragaria. 
A homeopath may offer Fragaria in potency if someone 
has hives and their gums and joints hurt.  There may 
even be a history of a tongue that looks like a pippy 
strawberry, much like the picture of Belladonna.

      Most fruit store their seeds safely on the inside,, 
but strawberries are cheeky little rebels and carry 
theirs on the outside!  Go Fragaria!!

     For those of us who love their flavour and eat 
them with no bad reactions, strawberries can be blended 
with coconut milk and some honey to make a milkshake. 
To avoid consuming pesticides you could grow your own 
fruit in a bucket drilled with holes for drainage.!

     In Bavaria, tradition suggests that baskets full of 
strawberries can be tied to the horns of cows..  Why?? 
Well, as a gift to the elves who then help the cows to 
produce the tastiest,,creamiest milk...or so they say.

    Strawberries grow well in good soil, in much the 
same way as people can thrive when able to connect 
with nature and eat live food.  In a healthy compost 
heap we may find microbes,,eggshells and manure from 
super healthy animals (such as horses who never even 
b

Crossword

 ,plants spend their time 
upside down (a bit like 
doing a handstand) and 

drink their water up 
through their roots.

.  What a lot of fun!

ANSWERS:  1) SHELL 2) MANURE 3) ROOTS 4) SUMMER 
5) FRAGARIA 6) OUTSIDE 7) COWS 8) MILKSHAKE

needed worming).  Unlike humans,

1. Plants drink through these! 

2. Do we find seeds on the inside or on the outside 
of strawberries?

3.  What is the Latin name for a strawberry?  

4.  Which animals have baskets of fruit hanging 
from their horns, purportedly?  

5.  The part of eggs commonly added to the 
compost heap.   

6.  In which season do strawberries bear fruit?

7.  We can make this with super fresh cow's milk or 
coconut milk blended with soft fruit.  

8.  This is a natural by-product that can be dried 
and mixed into soil.
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